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DIVERSIFIED VENTILATION SERIES

DuraDrive
Complete Ventilation Solutions, Worry-Free Ventilation Control
DuraDrive Curtain and Vent machines
deliver maximum power and unmatched
durability for reliable control of your
ventilation program. The Standard and G3
DuraDrive models open and close curtains
and vents with precision using a sealed,
lubricated-for-life gear that requires minimal
maintenance and nylon belts that provide
greater longevity.

Gain ultimate control of ventilation with
the most powerful curtain/vent machine
available, the 450 Nm DuraDrive (available
with potentiometer)

Enjoy the same durability and
reliability in environments that don’t
require maximum power with the G3
models (available with potentiometers);
150, 250 and 450Nm
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Tunnel Doors

Smooth Operation. Maximum Insulation.

Tighter Seal. Better Insulation.

Tunnel Shutters are the optimal solution for
allowing smooth laminar air flow into a house
with no door turbulence. The 2-inch-thick
coated-galvanized steel shutters are insulated
with foam-filled expanded polystyrene to deliver
an R-9 insulation value that drastically reduces
energy costs.

Tunnel Doors with the Strap and Pipe drive
system are an affordable ventilation solution
that delivers precise, long-term operation
while simultaneously reducing air leakage
for significant energy savings.

DIVERSIFIED VENTILATION SERIES

Tunnel Shutters

Vent
Gain Control and Save Energy
with Smarter Inlet Ventilation
The Vent brings improved performance and
decreased energy costs to house ventilation
with its durable construction, larger inlet
opening and R-9 insulation value. With three
innovative drive system designs, the Vent
system can deliver labor-saving automation
for smarter inlet ventilation.

Improve airflow patterns
and speeds, and boost
fan efficiency
Angled lip and adjustable air baffles
promote excellent airflow
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FEED MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

Feed Inventory and Delivery Management
A Wireless Solution to Eliminate Feed Outs, Reduce Over Delivery
The FeedCast Inventory Control System is a
wireless magnetic solution that monitors feed bin
inventory, and delivers precise data and actionable
metrics to help more efficiently allocate resources
in the feed supply chain.
The system’s solar-powered design, backup
internal battery and Wi-Fi-based communication
eliminates the need to run electricity to the feed
bin, making it insusceptible to lightning. Its
magnetic, wireless construction simplifies installation, bringing the average install time down to
20 minutes per bin.
FeedCast collects the latest feed inventory readings
and transmits them to a cloud-based web portal–
providing real-time feed conversion information
to help track progress, predict consumption and
minimize feed pick up at the end of the
growout.

FeedCast uses a patent
pending vibration method,
rather than a weight scale,
to accurately determine
the level of feed in a bin.
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Industry Leading Control and Management Solutions
Rely on Rotem to be one step ahead in
supplying comprehensive solutions that
deliver the ultimate level of convenience,
control and reliability.

Stay in Touch
The ruggedly-designed Rotem One controller features a 15.6” touch screen to simplify
the configuration, control, and monitoring of
your farm with real-time alarms and anytime,
anywhere remote access. Improved software
capabilities allow support for an unlimited
number of devices and scales, and the new
enclosure design simplifies installation and
maintenance.

CONTROLLERS AND COMMUNICATORS

Controllers

Rotem One, the most advanced climate control
unit available, delivers all mission critical data in a
single easy-to-read screen.

Manage all aspects of a farm, even a large operation,
from a single controller with the Platinum Pro. Connect
up to four daisy chains—creating a large network with
minimal capital expenditures.
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CONTROLLERS AND COMMUNICATORS

Be In Command.
The Rotem Communicator is an integrated
remote communication and alarm system that
gives growers full control over all events and
procedures. Using the technology of your choice,
the Communicator keeps you connected with
your farm–wherever you are.
The Communicator works in-tandem with the
Rotem Comm-Box and RotemNet Web to provide complete web-based access to Controllers
from any device with Internet access. Installed
as an add-on to the Rotem Communicator, the
two units deliver the complete management
package–proven alarms and events functionality,
plus remote monitoring and control via the Web.
From a single computer, tablet, or smartphone
you can manage your entire network using the
RotemNet Web application. Stay in touch and
stay in control with Rotem.

Gain real-time control with the
RotemNetWeb application

Stay tuned! Rotem
Communicator 2
coming fall 2019.

Quickly collect comprehensive data with
the Rotem Communicator
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Back Up
Be Prepared
Protect yourself from controller failure and ensure
essential services continue to support animal survival
with Rotem’s line of backup units. With no required
software, Rotem backups provide protection under
any situation–even during power disruptions.

CONTROLLERS AND COMMUNICATORS

Always stay in control with the Rotem RBU-27 SE Backup

Temperature Control
The RDT-5 digital thermometer can work
with your Rotem Controller, RBU-27 SE
Backup, or on its own to provide highly
accurate temperature readings that ensure
controllers function as specified or to
activate backup systems when nece ssary.

Scale Systems
Weigh In
Know how your birds stack up with scales and
scale sets. Collect weight, daily gain, uniformity
and more on any bird.

Ensure proper temperature is maintained
with the RDT-5 digital thermometer.

Accurately weigh every
bird with the RBS-2 Chicken
Weighing Platform
Rely on the rigid construction of the
aluminum RBS-2H broiler hanging scale
and its 110-pound weighing capacity.
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WATERING AND FEEDING

Water Pressure Management
Revolutionary Watering and Feeding Systems
Trust Plasson to apply 50 years of experience in
the development of intuitive, dependable and
efficient watering and feeding solutions to help
every poultry operation thrive.

Optimized Water Management for Peak
Performance
The Water on Demand is the industry-leading
pressure management solution that enables easy
control and management of every house drinker
line. Precise, continuous control means drier floors,
bigger birds through optimal water delivery, and
significant labor savings from eliminating the need
to adjust each nipple line.
For even greater control, the Water on Demand
Pro automates precise water management
with its ability to program and monitor
pressures for the entire growout–
onsite or remotely.

		
Take control of water
pressure with the Water on Demand combined
with your Rotem house controller.
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Medicators
The Perfect Mix of Affordable,
Accurate and Durable
For water-distributed treatments, Mix-Rite
Medicators deliver precise, reliable dosing
that’s independent of water pressure and
flow variations. With its minimal maintenance
requirements, Mix-Rite is known for having
the lowest cost of ownership in the industry.

Pressure Regulator
Adjustable Pressure
for High-Flow Demands
The UPR 550 Universal Pressure
Regulator delivers adjustable, stable
pressure control for PSI ranges from
5-60. Its durable, low-maintenance
design resists water hammer, and
corrosion-resistant components
deliver years of high volume output.

Water Meter
Water Usage: An Accurate Reading on Flock Health
A decrease in water consumption can often mean trouble. The Arad
M multi-jet magnetic water meter provides frequently updated data
on water consumption, enabling you to make fast, smart decisions
for your flock. Arad meters are engineered to give accurate readings
as low as 10 gallons per hour and as high as 1,300 gallons per hour,
and the Arad M meter with pulse can be connected to your Rotem
house controller.
Ensure precise water management
by combining the Arad M Water Meter
and your Rotem house controller
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WATERING AND FEEDING

Nipple Drinkers
Optimal Water Delivery for Every Bird
Plasson drinking systems provide the constant
supply of fresh water that birds need to
maximize performance. With nipples
designed to provide the maximum amount
of water from any angle–while keeping litter
dry–and options tailored to your flock’s flow
rate needs, Plasson drinkers help to deliver
a healthier, more uniform flock with lower
mortality.

Satisfy the water needs of every broiler,
breeder and turkey with the Plasson line
of drinkers

Feeders
Intelligent Feeding Systems for Bigger Birds
By providing easy feed access from start
to finish–from day one–the innovatively
designed Plasson line of feeders consistently helps producers to experience lower
feed conversion rates and increased weight
gain. The control unit’s low volume ensures
frequent operation, thereby stimulating
feed consumption, and the patented
self-adjusting feed level system reduces
labor by eliminating the need to
adjust levels during growout.

Increase weight gain in broilers
and turkeys with the Plasson line
of feeders.
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Nest-O-matic
No Slats, More Eggs, Better Airflow
The uniquely designed Nest-O-matic is
poised to revolutionize the breeder industry
with its no-slat design–saving up to 10 broken
eggs per hen. The nest’s spacious interior
enables better air flow for drier litter and
cleaner eggs, and also promotes improved
fertility and hatchability. Improved ventilation
decreases ammonia levels, thereby enhancing
animal welfare, and the no-slat design
drastically reduces labor when cleaning out
between flocks.

Maximize scratch area with the slatless
design of the Nest-O-matic

Bird Removal
Ease Workload, Minimize Mortality Exposure
The Bird Removal system enables one-step handling when removing
mortality–significantly decreasing workload and reducing flock
exposure to dead birds. The maintenance-free conveyor can easily
be adjusted for height during the flock and it features an automatic
bird counter and mortality logging capability.

Simplify mortality
removal with the Bird
Removal system
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EXCELLENCE THROUGH INNOVATION
For nearly five decades, the mission at Diversified has remained
steadfast–keep a customer for life. Our success in that mission is the
result of our unwavering dedication to innovation.
As production needs shifted over the years, we continuously rose to
the challenge–diligently working to provide affordable, durable and
effective solutions to maximize performance and minimize costs.
Today, the Diversified name is synonymous with quality and performance. Our long-term success can be attributed to our consistent
delivery of eloquently designed products that add value throughout
the production cycle.

SERVICE THAT DRIVES SUCCESS
Behind each quality product stands the Diversified family–people
who put relationships first, people who value integrity and drive
innovation in everything they do.
Our high level of customer satisfaction flows from our hassle-free
customer experience–from sales and training to installation and
service. Our strong relationships are built on a foundation of trust
and respect. We understand that by delivering on our promises we
guarantee continued mutual success. Our company leaders respect
the role of every employee and work to enable each person to excel.
This unwavering respect and support is indicative of how Diversified
treats the industry overall.

Diversified Agriculture LLC
556 Industrial Way West
Eatontown, NJ 07724
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732.363.2333
Toll Free: 1.800.348.6663
Fax: 732.905.7696
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